Global Action Team

Connecting strategy to action
Get to know
The Global Action Team

The Global Action Team (GAT) is a vast network of dedicated Lions focused on helping districts achieve their goals. Serving as a bridge between Lions International and members around the world, the GAT helps foster positive membership growth in clubs, increase Lions’ visibility in the community through impactful service and build strong, innovative leaders.

Who Makes Up the GAT?

The GAT has members in every level of Lions International — from the club, district and multiple district level to the area and constitutional area level. These dedicated Lions help district and club leaders meet their goals by guiding districts in goal creation, motivating teams and providing support when challenges arise.
A World of Support

Achieving goals takes teamwork — and the GAT is positioned to help districts do just that. Below are a few ways that the GAT energizes members and helps clubs reach their goals.

- Providing peer-to-peer support by sharing strategies and best practices.
- Mentoring local Lions to help them develop and hone their skills.
- Sharing meaningful Lions’ stories to inspire and educate fellow Lions.
- Connecting with Lions International headquarters to provide feedback on programs, resources and initiatives.
- Facilitating communication with Lions International headquarters and sharing resources available from Lions Clubs International.

Visit lionsclubs.org/GAT to learn more about how the GAT can support you and help you reach your goals.
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Where our global vision meets local action.
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